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PREFACE

Havamal is deservedly one of the most celebrated works to have
survived from the early Norse world, and a very extensive scholarly
literature, almost wholly in languages other than English, has
accumulated around it over the past century and more. Yet no
annotated edition of the complete text has been published since
that of Finnur J6nsson in 1924 (in Danish, followed by a much
briefer treatment, also in Danish, in the same scholar's De Gamle
Eddadigte of 1932), and that to be found in the edition of the Poetic
Edda by Hugo Gering and Barend Sijmons, of which the volume
containing commentary (in German) on Havamal appeared in
1927. For the English reader, the edition of D. E. Martin Clarke
(Cambridge 1923) is helpful as far as it goes, but it was conceived
on a modest scale, it is now over sixty years old and, like the works
already mentioned, it has long been out of print. The only other
treatment in English, that of Gu3brandur VigfUsson and F. York
Powell in the first volume of their Corpus Poeticum Boreale
(Oxford 1883), is too idiosyncratic to be reckoned an edition of
the poem at all. A fresh presentation of this important and interest
ing work therefore seemed fully justified.

Recent discussion of Havamal has tended less to the elucidation
of individual textual cruces than to an attempt to place the poem
(and more particularly its first, gnomic, half) in a cultural context.
Some influential writers, notably Klaus von See in Frankfurt and
Hermann Palsson in Edinburgh, have argued forcefully that this
context was not pagan Nordic antiquity, as has usually been sup
posed, but rather the learned Latin culture of the Christian middle
ages. The reader of my Introduction will see that I have not found
myself persuaded by their arguments, but I hope that he will not
judge my opposition unreasoned.

Valuable corrections and suggestions have been contributed by
several scholars. In Dublin, Bo Almqvist, long my friend and now
my colleague, has offered the constant stimulus of his enthusiasm
and wide learning. I am also grateful to R. W. McTurk and Ursula
Dronke for sending me various studies not available in Ireland,
and to the General Editors, Anthony Faulkes and Peter Foote,
for erudite and judicious comment and practical assistance. That
I have in a very few instances ventured to dissent from the judg
ments of these scholars is no doubt my readers' loss.

D.A.H.E.
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INTRODUCTION

I PRESERVATION

HavamIJl is the second poem in the so-called Elder (or Poetic)
Edda, a manuscript collection of anonymous Norse lays on mytho
logical and heroic themes. The ms, which is in the same hand
throughout, can be shown on palaeographic and linguistic grounds
to have been written in Iceland c. 1270, but nothing is known of
its history until it was brought to light (in Iceland, but where is not
recorded) by the collector and antiquary Brynj6lfur Sveinsson,
bishop of Skalholt, who wrote his signature and the year 1643 on
the first leaf. It was sent as a gift to the Danish king in 1662 and
was preserved until recently in the Royal Library in Copenhagen;
for which reason it is commonly known as the Codex Regius (CR)
of the Elder Edda. This conventional designation is retained here,
though it is no longer appropriate, for in 1972 the codex was
returned home, to take its place as perhaps the greatest treasure
of the new Amamagnrean Institute in Iceland, Sto/nun .Arna
MagnUssonar aislandi.

Havamal, like all the poems in CR, is written out continuously
as though prose, but the scribe has sought to mark the beginning
of each strophe by a capital initial (which is set out in the margin
when this happens to begin a new line in the ms). The strophe
division and numbering established by Sophus Bugge in his edition
of the poems in 1867, which has been adhered to by nearly all
subsequent scholars and is followed here, is essentially based on
the divisions implied in the ms; Bugge's st. 12, however, com
mences with a small initial in CR, doubtless through oversight, as
do 74, 88, 114 and 123, which the scribe may well have taken as
continuing the strophes that precede them; conversely, fimbul
/ambi in 103 and e/ in 130/5 have capital initials as though to mark
new strophes. In beginning new strophes at 86 ftjuganda and 87
sjukum, where the division is manifestly arbitrary, Bugge was
simply following the ms, just as he was in making 143 a separate
strophe even though it does not form a distinct sentence. The poem
is headed in the ms by the title HavamIJl and opens with a large
capital initial; there are smaller capitals at 111 Mal and 137 Veit,
plainly intended to mark the beginning of new sections.

Like the majority of the Eddaic poems, Havamal is extant only
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in CR. The first strophe, however, also appears in Snorri's Prose
Edda, near the beginning of Gylfaginning, where Gylfi's entry into
the hall at Asgarar is described: pa litaoisk hann um ok POtti
margir hlutir otrulegir, jJeir er hann sa. Pa m~lti hann: whereupon
the strophe is quoted. Snorri's Edda is extant in three fourteenth
century mss and in the Utrecht ms of c. 1600. Further, the second
half of st. 84 is cited in Fostbr~orasaga ch. 21 (iF VI 225) where
it is said of a thrall in Greenland who suspects his mistress of
infidelity kom honum pa thug kviolingr sa, er kveoinn haloi
verit um lausungarkonur and then the lines follow. This part of
Fostbr~orasaga is extant in two mss from the fourteenth century
and in later copies of what is thought to have been another
fourteenth-century ms. It is worth noting that neither the Prose
Edda nor Fostbraora saga attributes these quotations to a poem
called Havamlll, which is indeed not named in any Old Norse
document apart from CR itself. Lastly, it should be mentioned
that chapters 6 and 7 of Ynglinga saga (in Snorri's Heimskringla)
contain manifest echoes of st. 148 and some of the following
strophes, showing that Snorri must have known this part (at least)
of the poem; and in one place Snorri's wording is helpful in
establishing the correct text (see the Commentary).

Though scholars have differed widely on the dates of the Eddaic
poems, there can be tittle doubt that most of them are considerably
older than CR and that they aU, or almost all, were transmitted
orally before being committed to writing. But CR cannot itself be
the ms in which they were first set down: this is shown by errors
which can hardly be explained except as misreadings of a text
which was being copied (in Havamdl, for instance, 910r 14 was first
written auor, ajlworom 75 is plainly corrupt, the second occurrence
of yta in 164 can scarcely be right; the omission of necessary words,
as after ganga 35 and svagi 39, points in the same direction). That
CR is not an original is further demonstrated by the existence of
AM 748 I, 4to from the beginning of the fourteenth century, which
contains some of the mythological poems in a text which, while
clearly scribally related to the Codex Regius, is plainly neither
derived from it nor the source of it; both these mss must then (at
any rate as far as these poems are concerned) have a common
ancestor, so these poems at least cannot have been drawn by the
scribe of CR direct from oral recitation.

Gustaf Lindblad has made a valuable and acute study of the
palaeography and orthography of CR (see the Bibliography for
details of this and other works referred to in the present volume).
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He shows that the scribe's practices are not uniform throughout
but reflect a varying manuscript ancestry for the various poems or
groups of poems it comprises. As for Havamal, Lindblad was able
to adduce a considerable number of features which mark it off
both from its immediate neighbours, VQluspa and VafjJruonismal,
and from the rest of the ms as a whole. For example, in the choice
between beztr and baztr as the word for 'best', Havamdl has four
instances with a against only one with e, whereas in the remainder
of the ms e-forms occur ten times and a-forms are found only twice
(counting n. pI. b3'zt « ·baztu) in Reginsmlll19 as an a-form).
There are two instances of b for f, in halb 53 and hverb 74; this is
not found elsewhere in the ms, unless the mysterious olubann of
Harbaroslj60 41 stands for 61jufan (which would not be a precise
parallel anyway, the consonant here being intervocalic). The use
of 8' rather than 0 to signify the vowel normalized as Q is far
commoner in Havamal, with seventy-nine instances of 8' against
only eleven of 0, than in the ms as a whole, where 8' does indeed
still markedly outnumber 0 but only in the proportion three to
one. The use of e rather than i as a final vowel (as for instance
henne 50, missere 60, hlatre 132, normalized in the present edition
to henni etc.) is also much more frequent in Havama/: though
occupying only a tenth of the ms, it has almost a third of the
examples. Some of these points (to which Lindblad adds a good
many others) may not seem very weighty taken alone, but cumula
tively they make it virtually certain that Havamal was not transmit
ted in conjunction with any of the other poems in the Eddaic
collection and joined them in the ms tradition only at a late stage,
very possibly indeed only in CR itself. Now this is a very satisfying
conclusion, since in content too Havamdl stands somewhat apart
from the rest of the Edda: in the customary division, already
implied in the ms itself, into mythological poems (or poems of the
gods) on the one hand and heroic poems on the other, Havamal
must of course be placed in the former group and yet does not
belong there very happily, for the great bulk of its subject-matter
is secular and has a mundane and everyday spirit alien to that of
the other mythological poems.

In the present edition the orthography has been normalized and
modern conventions of punctuation, word-division and capitaliza
tion have been introduced. The orthography of the textual foot
notes has, as a rule, been normalized also, though occasionally,
as in the note on st. 60, it has been necessary to present the exact
spelling of the ms. A diplomatic transcript can be found in the
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facsimile of CR edited by L. F. A. Wimmer and Finnur J6nsson,
published at Copenhagen in 1891.

II CONTENTS AND COMPOSITION

The student who meets Hilvamdl for the first time may well find
it a confusing, even bewildering, work. A great deal of it - most
of the first 95 strophes, and 112 to 137 - is essentially occupied
in giving advice (by means of precepts, gnomic remarks and illustra
tive examples) on how a man should conduct himself in this world.
But between 96 and 110 the god 6ainn relates, in the first person,
two tales of his fortunes in love, whose relation to the remainder
of the poem is (to put it no stronger) not immediately apparent;
138-145, which seem particularly disjointed, mainly deal with runes
and the rituals of pagan sacrifice, and 146-163 is a numbered
sequence in which the speaker lists eighteen spells which he says
he knows, and states what each of them is good for. Even within
the long initial series of strophes on conduct, the train of thought is
by no means always clear from one passage to the next, sometimes
suggesting (to some modern scholars, at any rate) that the strophes
have not been preserved in their original order, or that some have
been interpolated and others lost; there are also strophes where
the second half does not seem to follow very intelligibly from the
first (e.g. 8, 28, 30, 63) and these have accordingly been suspected
of some confusion or corruption. Metrically too the poem appears
disordered in places: most of it is in ljooahdttr, but malahdttr
appears sporadically, at 73 and 144 for instance. St. 80 to 90 are
especially irregular: 80 is not in any recognizable metre at all, 81
3 are in mdlahdttr, 84 is in ljooahdttr (this is the strophe whose
second half is quoted as a 'ditty' in FostbrlZora saga), 85-7 are
twenty continuous lines of millahdttr, which would seem to be
directly carried on in 89-90, also in malahattr; 88, which is in
ljooahattr, might appear to have been interpolated into this unbro
ken sequence but nevertheless, as our text stands, contains the
verb on which all the datives of 85-7 are dependent. Even more
chaotic are strophes 141 to 145: 141 begins as ljooahattr but ends
irregularly, 142 and 143 do not constitute recognized strophe-forms
at all, 144 is in mdlahdttr, and 145 begins as ljooahdttr but ends
in four lines of fomyroislag. Or consider 137, which begins as
ljooahdttr, then passes into mIllahdttr and concludes with what
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looks like a lj60ahattr 'full line'.1 As for the lj60ahattr strophes
themselves, most of them are six lines long, but a number have
nine lines (e.g. 6, 27, 102, 103), two (65 and 147) have only three
(probably half the strophe has been lost in these instances), and
others again have seven lines (e.g. 1, 61, 74, 109, 146, 149). Some
editors have tried to restore uniformity by denouncing portions of
the seven or nine-line strophes as interpolated, but some at least
of the seven-line strophes (e .g. 105 and 155) are plainly examples of
the sub-type of lj60ahattT which Snorri in his Edda calls galdralag,
characterized by parallelism and near-repetition, and in fact varia
tion in strophe-length is typical of poems in lj60ahattr, as is well
exemplified elsewhere in the Elder Edda.

Havamlll opens with the arrival of a traveller at a farm. Cold
and hungry from his journey over the mountain, he needs food
and warmth, a wash and dry clothing, a kindly welcome and
unhurried conversation. But not only a host has duties, there are
things a guest too must remember: a traveller must have his wits
about him in someone else's house ('at home everything is easy');
he must be watchful, ever on the alert, careful not to make a fool
of himself by bragging talk; few words are best. Drunkenness is a
ready trap: over ale-feasts hovers the 'heron of forgetfulness', in
whose feathers 'I was fettered in the homestead of Gunnl~; I
became drunk, extremely drunk, at the house of the wise Fjalarr' .
Here, in st. 13-14, for the first time in the poem the pronoun ek
appears, and the reference to GunnlQa shows that the speaker must
be 6ainn, whose dealings with her are described more fully later
in the poem (and in Snorri's Edda). After this little digression, the
poet resumes his observations on conduct; most of the strophes
still relate to the position of a guest in a strange house, or at any
rate of a man in the company of his fellows (in one case, in st. 25,
at the ping) whose scorn he must avoid arousing through gluttony,
intoxication, reckless loquacity, sullen unsociability, picking on
someone as a butt, and so on. Not all the strophes, however,
presuppose this situation but offer more general advice (15, 16,
23) and after st. 35 the specific scene of a guest in another man's
house is lost sight of, though it reappears sporadically, particularly
at 66-7, and indeed some other strophes would also fit well enough
into the 'guest-sequence' (e.g. 39, 57, 62-4). The poet now goes on

1 The terminology used by scholars in desCribing Ij6aahllttr is not always consis
tent. I speak of the lines which alliterate in themselves as 'full lines' and of each
pair of lines which alliterate with each other as a 'long line'. Thus, in a normal sa
line strophe, 3 and 6 are full lines, and 1 and 2 make one long line, as do 4 and s.
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to speak of friendship; one should cultivate one's friends with
frequent visits and the exchange of gifts (41-4); the lot of a solitaty
man is wretched (47, 50). But untrustworthiness and falsehood you
should repay with lies and deceit (45-6). It is better to be no more
than moderately wise; a very wise man is seldom happy (54-6).
After further miscellaneous advice we reach a series of strophes
where the blessings of being alive are enumerated: a man may be
lame but he can ride a horse, he may be deaf but he can fight; a
corpse is no good to anybody (68-71). Then, after a few more
strophes of variegated and partly obscure observations, come the
celebrated lines in 76-7: cattle die, kinsmen die, one dies oneself,
but what remains eternal is renown, a man's reputation. In all
these strophes of precept and observation, the first person pronoun
appears here and there (39, 47, 49, 66-7, 70, 73, 77) but not now
identifiable with 68inn or indeed with anybody in particular: it is
simply the man of experience speaking in his own person.

76-7 are felt by many readers to form a climax to the 'gnomic'
part of Havamlll, but nevertheless a further couple of strophes
very similar to what has gone before follow (78-9). Next comes a
strophe on runes (SO), wholly out of context and somewhat obscure
in itself, and then nine strophes, mostly in a different metre, taken
up with lists of, first, suitable times and places to perform various
actions and, second, things or persons that are not to be trusted
(81-9). This leads into a series of reflections on the mutual faithless
ness of the sexes and the irresistible power of love (90-5), and
these themes are then illustrated by a tale where the speaker
describes, in the first person, his deception by the woman he loved,
the daughter (or possibly wife) of Billingr (96-102). This story is
not known from any other source, but st. 98 identifies the narrator
as OOinn. After one strophe (103) of gnomic remarks comes a
second tale of deception in love (104-10), but this time it is 6ainn
who deceives the woman, GunnlQ8, whose love for him he exploited
to win the mead. Like the preceding tale, this too is narrated by
68inn himself, though rather oddly it passes into the third person
in the last two strophes.

A new section seems to begin, at 111; so at least the scribe
thought, who provided it with an extra-large capital initial. In
this strophe the speaker proclaims, in grandiloquent if somewhat
mysterious language, that the time has come to chant from the
chair of the sage (jJulr); silent himself, he heard, in the hall of
Havi, talk of runes, and counsels too, which he will now pass on.
Then come 26 strophes (112-37), most of which consist of a four-
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line formula in which a certain Loddfafnir is recommended to take
heed of advice, followed by three or more lines in which the advice
is stated. Who this Loddfafnir can be is unknown to us: he is
mentioned nowhere outside the poem. As for the advice itself,
much of it is of the same general character as that offered in the
first 80 or so strophes, though there are differences too, as we shall
remark below. After the last of these Loddfafnir strophes, an
exceptionally long one listing medical remedies, the scribe indi
cates another new section with a large capital initial: here (138-41)
6ainn describes how he hung for nine days and nights 'on the
windy tree', offered up to 6ainn, 'myself to myself, and won
mystical wisdom. Four strophes follow (142-5), speaking in dark
terms of runes and sacrificial rituals, and these are apparently not
spoken by 6ainn, since he is mentioned in the third person,
whether under his own name (143) or under pseudonyms for him
(fimbulpulr, Hroptr, Pundr); so who the ek of 143 can be is
obscure. Then (146-63) come eighteen strophes listing by number
eighteen spells of which the speaker claims mastery, describing for
what purpose each is to be used (but the spells themselves are not
quoted). The ek here is not explicitly identified, but is evidently
Oainn: Snorri certainly understood it so (in the passages in Yng
linga saga ch. 6-7), and the powers which the speaker claims accord
well with 6ainn as depicted in Old Norse literature generally. In
the penultimate strophe in this section (162) Loddfafnir, who
has not been heard of since 137, suddenly reappears briefly and
strangely. Then comes the final strophe of the poem (164): the
words of Havi, it says, have now been chanted in the hall of Havi;
good fortune to him who chanted them, to him who knows them,
to those who listened!

It is inconceivable that these 164 strophes were originally com
posed as one poem: even if, per impossibile, they had been, a work
so incoherent, so lacking in any evident thread of exposition, could
not have been orally transmitted (over, in all probability, a fairly
considerable stretch of time) without suffering a good deal of
involuntary rearrangement and disruption. Plainly, what we have
to do with is a conglomeration, a compilation of (mostly) didactic
and gnomic matter brought together by a scribe (or 'editor') at a
fairly late stage in the transmission - not, however, the scribe of
CR itself (in view of Lindblad's findings) but a predecessor two or
three stages further back in the ms tradition. The existing poem
falls fairly clearly into several sections; the scribe himself, as
we have noted, indicated breaks at 111 and 138, and, from the
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